REMOTE POST-PRODUCTION

Managing editing, VFX, colour, and sound review to build a cohesive story

Once production wraps, it can be
a logistical nightmare getting key
individuals to review and approve
content. The DP may be on to the
next project, the director and
producers might still be engaged
with myriad aspects of postproduction at facilities around
the globe, and studio execs are
likely to be at their desks on the
lot. Getting the right people in the
same room – even if it’s a virtual
one — is far from easy.

EMPOWERING POST-PRODUCTION
SUPERVISORS TO MANAGE
REMOTE COLLABORATION
Taking advantage of ClearView
Pivot’s one-to-many real-time
streaming architecture, postproduction supervisors can work
with all the different workflow teams
– such as editorial, audio, colour,
and DI/finishing – to establish a
multi-screening room approach.
This lets the supervisor hold live
sessions in which multiple teams of
creatives can all watch the content
together from separate screening
rooms across campus, around
town or even in different cities.

REMOTE POST-PRODUCTION
IN ACTION

BRINGING EVERYONE TOGETHER
FRAME BY FRAME
Creatives can play and pause the
content at will, with every screening
room seeing exactly the same frame
at the same time. Our solution, Pivot,
collaboratively brings all remote and
on-site creatives together as they
would be in a screening room, allowing
everyone to see frame-by-frame and
colour-accurate playback in real time,
from whatever setup they have.

Statement Advertising is an L.A.based production house, crafting
high-profile 360 campaigns for
leading creatives and studios.
To overcome the challenges of
a disparate team contributing
at different points during post,
they’ve chosen ClearView Flex to
provide fixed video line for real-time
connectivity. It ticks all the boxes
for security, streamlined access
and cost efficiency for review and
approval sessions with Warner
Bros, Netflix and Universal Pictures.

“ClearView Flex gives us the
ability to do live reviews with
our clients and meet their
needs for quick collaboration
and secure delivery. These
demands are the new norm.”
Corey Walton, VP Post-Production
– Statement Advertising

MEET THE CLEARVIEW FAMILY

Solving your real-time remote review challenges in post-production

Sohonet’s ClearView range gives
you the freedom to meet the
diverse collaboration challenges
at every stage of your productions.
Whether you’re making decisions
where quality is paramount, or
you need the flexibility to review
content from any device, anywhere,
ClearView has you covered.

Post Production

CLEARVIEW PIVOT:
MULTI-POINT REAL-TIME
REMOTE REVIEW

CLEARVIEW FLEX:
REAL-TIME REMOTE REVIEW
ANYWHERE

For remote content review sessions
that just work, choose ClearView
Pivot. It’s a real-time, high-quality
remote collaboration tool with added
flexibility to pivot endpoints at the
click of a button.

For truly flexible remote review,
ClearView Flex enables real-time
creative collaboration on editing,
VFX and content production. Enjoy
the best quality viewing experience
from any location, on any device.

> 4K HDR with 12-bit colour depth
and 4:4:4 chroma sampling
> 5.1 surround sound and
512kbps bit-rate
> Real-time streaming with
ultra-low latency
> Delivered over the uncontended
Sohonet Media Network
> Connect multiple endpoints
using a simple web interface

> Stream via any network connection
> Access on phone, tablet, Mac/PC
or Apple TV
> 10-bit colour depth (4:2:2)
> 5.1 surround sound
> End-to-end encryption and
studio-grade security
> Work quickly and effectively
with that ‘over-the-shoulder’
review experience
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CLEARVIEW GLOW:
REAL-TIME REMOTE REVIEW IN HDR
ClearView Flex has expanded with
Glow – offering new HDR streaming
capabilities in real-time with
ultra-low latency.
> Rendering the Rec. 2020 or P3
colour spaces giving you much
wider colour gamut to work with
> HDR/SDR content of up to 2k DCI
& 1080 resolution
> 10-bit 4:2:2/4:4:4 colour capture
and increased bit rates
> Multi-device support delivering
HDR to iPad, iPhone, Apple TV
(coming soon)
> Built-in security including
encrypted video streaming, session
burn-ins, and secure invite links

Asia-Pacific
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anzsales@sohonet.com.au

TALK TO US ABOUT REAL-TIME
REMOTE CONTENT COLLABORATION
AND REVIEW
Sohonet ClearView gives storytellers
the freedom to connect, collaborate
and create together, in real time, with
ultra-low latency.

Get in touch to request
your demo and free trial.

